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KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER FOR YEAR 1/YEAR 2 
ALL ABOUT ME 

Vocabulary 

Senses Taste Knee

Vegetables Smell Hip

Fruit Sound Chest

Healthy Germs Elbow

Balanced Toothpaste Ankle

Key Questions: 
Can I identify and name the basic parts of the human body? 
Can I say which part of the body is associated with each sense?  
How do we change as we grow? 
What are the basic needs of animals, including humans, for survival? 
What makes me special? 
What makes a family? 
What do my teeth need to be healthy? 
Why do I need to eat fruit and vegetables? 
What are the 5 senses? 
Why should we exercise? 
Why do I need to wash my hands? 
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Exercise Toothbrush Toe

Nutrition Minutes Different

Survive Head Same

Sight Arm Hear

Touch Shoulder Unique

KEY TEXTS                   

How to help
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By the end of the topic I will: 
Be able to name the 5 senses 
Say which part of the body is associated with each sense 
Label and name the parts of my body 
Say what the basic needs for survival are for animals, including humans,  
Say why it is important to exercise and have a healthy diet  
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Pop to the library and borrow these books to share together. 
Ask your child the key questions. 
Cook and prepare fruit and vegetables with your child, maybe try fruit 
kebabs to encourage healthy eating. 
Paint pictures of your family members. 
Sing songs like Heads, shoulders, knees and toes together. 
Blindfold each other and see if you can guess the smell e.g. mint, coffee, 
vanilla. 
Do the same for touch; fur, leather, metal. 
Discuss the topic vocabulary and the meanings of the words with your child. 
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